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The 1906 General Election saw the most crushing defeat for the Conservative and Unionist parties
since 1832, yet Birmingham remained immune and its seven seats and those of the immediately
surrounding area returned Unionist MPs. This article seeks to explain this exceptional
performance, examining both the unique character of Birmingham, and the powerful influence of
its favourite son, Joseph Chamberlain.

Left: Foreign nations trade freely at Britain’s expense,
1905-10. Liberal Unionist Tariff Reform poster.
Above: A British farmer unable to sell his produce, whilst
it’s ‘full steam ahead’ for the foreign imports undercutting
him, 1908-10. Tariff Reform League poster.
Right: The British workman ‘left out in the cold’, unable to
compete with stockpiled foreign imports, 1905-6. Liberal
Unionist Tariff Reform poster.

N

ationally it was a huge Liberal victory, up
from 186 to 400 seats; the Unionists were
reduced to 157 seats. Chamberlain himself, in
the Commons, thought it ‘absolutely without
parallel’. The Unionists had been borne
down in a torrent of resentment, from Non-conformists smarting
over the abolition of school boards, fiscal purists appalled by the
threat of Protection to Free Trade, advocates of efficiency
depressed by the incompetencies of the management of the Boer
War, to trades unionists outraged by the importation of Chinese
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labour to South African mines. It was a convincing indictment, yet
Birmingham somehow survived this electoral tsunami.

Birmingham’s Exceptionalism
It is firstly important to note that Birmingham had been exceptional
for many years; as far back as 1886 it was bucking national trends.
Observers from John Bright onwards thought it a consequence of
excellent relationships between manufacturers and their work force;
there was a long-standing local tradition of industrial alliances and of
compromise and cooperation. Birmingham working men voted for
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the Unionist Party in large numbers, and support for separate Labour
representation was weak. Many in Birmingham, employers and trades
unionists, supported Fair Trade (protection) from the early 1880s,
becoming increasingly outspoken as German and American metal
products undercut domestic products by 1900. When, therefore,
many in the Unionist Party after 1903 (led by Joseph Chamberlain)
embraced Tariff Reform, it was to Birmingham an overdue public
affirmation of a durable truth.
Unionism – from 1886 an alliance of Conservative and of Liberal
rebels against Home Rule – seems to have appealed in Birmingham
for other reasons too. Partly the appeal was negative; Unionism did
not try to interfere in an individual’s life and in his pleasures. Where
Gladstonian Liberalism repelled many by its moral strictures,
Unionists championed ‘cakes and ale’ (fighting Liberal Local Veto
bills in the 1890s which would have closed pubs), promoted sport,
and tolerated music halls.
It had positive attractions, too. From the initiation of the Liberal
Unionist Party in 1886 the Birmingham branch of the Midlands
Liberal Unionist Association had been wedded to social reform, a
reflection of the political character and interests of their leader, the
former Radical hero, Joseph Chamberlain.
The constructive legislation benefiting the working classes in after
years – Free Elementary Education, Small Agricultural Holdings,
Employers’ Liability and Unemployed Workmen’s Acts – was largely
the result of a Liberal Unionist advocacy based in Birmingham. Even
in 1906, the Birmingham Unionist message highlighted Tariff
Reform as above all a cure for unemployment.

The Strength of Imperialism

M

any commentators have argued that the Boer
War was the high-water mark for British
Imperialism; but it could be argued that
Birmingham’s working classes remained more
enthusiastic than any. The reasons for this are
many: its metal-working businesses traded into the Empire selling
brass, guns, cycles and machinery; Birmingham schools appear to
have been at the forefront of the inculcation of Imperial values,
through moral values lessons, first introduced in 1879, and through
history and geography teaching; Birmingham schools were among
the first nationally to adopt Empire Day; and, of course, the local
Great Man Joseph Chamberlain, first as prominent advocate of the
union of a United Kingdom, then as Colonial Secretary from 1895,
was the personification of the arguments for Empire, as well as being
a most convincing apologist.
Support for Empire was perpetuated long after its retreat
elsewhere, evidenced in the reports of huge, excitable crowds
supporting Imperial events from Mafeking through to the municipal
celebrations for Chamberlain in 1902 and 1903 after Boer War
victory, as well as for his 70th birthday in 1906; equally, those crowds
had no truck with critics of Empire, as Lloyd George found in 1901,
when tens of thousands of jingoistic pro-Joe supporters in central
Birmingham threw stones, shot pistols, broke windows and came
within an inch of lynching the Welsh pro-Boer Radical.
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They were prepared to travel, too; in 1906 they invaded
Leamington to deny him a hearing again. It helped that
Birmingham’s press was uniformly partisan – with a brief
interlude when The Birmingham Post became unreliable over
tariffs – the message to readers was unremittingly partial in its
support for Chamberlain and his Unionists.

Chamberlain’s Influence: The Issues
The relationship Joseph Chamberlain had with Birmingham
was long-standing and symbiotic. He learnt from his adopted
city and it was shaped by him. Over thirty years he amassed
credit for his achievements so that by 1903, when he struck out
on his Tariff Reform heresy, he had local sympathy and support.
He had learnt the civic gospel from Birmingham Nonconformists in the 1860s and then became its most prominent
advocate and its driving force, piloting municipal gas, water and
town planning reforms to transform the place. He had cut his
political teeth in the 1870s when basing the National
Education League and the National Liberal Federation on
Birmingham, and their success had reflected his eye for detail,
his ruthlessness and his zeal. He had been a very successful
businessman, and ever after his political outlook was coloured
by his view of what would best ensure the future of British
manufacturing, hence his espousal of tariffs to protect embattled
British industry.
From the very outset he had had a genuine sympathy for
the working man; as the Radical thorn in Gladstone’s side in
the 1880s, and then as Liberal Unionist leader, he had
consistently promoted legislation to help the working class,
with housing, employment, employers’ liability, alien
immigration, old Age Pensions. He was an enthusiast for
Imperial integration, seeing that as a way of securing a huge
potential market for British industry.

Chamberlain’s Influence: Organisation
He was recognised by opponents as well as supporters as the
supreme political organiser. He based himself on Birmingham,
whether it was the National Radical Union or the Tariff
Reform League; he could trust his city. He knew more about
canvassing, fixing meetings, and propaganda than any politician
alive by 1906. He was a ruthless adversary, driving his rival
Devonshire out of the Liberal Unionist Association and hijacking it himself.
There was a dark side to this, too. Several times, he appears
to have condoned violence; in the Aston Riots in 1884 when
disgraceful scenes marred a Conservative rally to welcome Lord
Randolph Churchill to Birmingham; in the Lloyd George riots
of 1901; in the attempts to disrupt Winston Churchill’s pro-Free
Trade rally in 1903; in the apparent threats to a Free Food
demonstration in the Election campaign of 1906. He cannot
have failed to know what was done in his name – some of his
language could be deemed provocative in 1884 – nor did he
apologise for the subsequent violence.
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Chamberlain’s Influence: Imagery and Image

H

e understood visual imagery from his days as
commercial manager when he agonised over
the colour of screw-paper packaging, and his
party invested heavily in posters, postcards and
campaign literature (their production for the
Tariff Reform League based in Birmingham). He employed the
symbols of Empire – the Union Jack, the flags of the Imperial
nations, the patriotic songs – appealing subliminally to a jingoistic
Birmingham electorate.
He nurtured his own image; by 1906 no one could fail to
recognise that look of hauteur, the monocle, the fresh orchid and
the carefully coiffed hair. It may have repelled many in the wider
country by 1906 but in Birmingham it served to reinforce his
personal supremacy.

The Devotion of the Electorate
So, too, did the fact that he was the oratorical star of his
generation. Beatrice Webb described how impressive was his hold
over a Birmingham audience which loved him: ‘It is a wonderful
sight watching these thousands of faces upturned in eager
expectancy. The devotion of his electors springs partly from the
consciousness of his deep loyalty and affection for them.’

Chamberlain transfixed his faithful; his meetings had the flavour
of a revivalist rally, and the unquestioning loyalty of his followers
echoes that of football supporters for their beloved club.
Such was his hold that in the 1906 General Election, when
Birmingham East pitched before the socialist assault of Holmes,
the trade unionist, and all seemed lost, a Chamberlain speech
appealing to personal loyalty and his record for the working man
just days before polling righted the ship and secured an unlikely
victory.
Joseph Chamberlain had dedicated himself body and soul to
his adopted home, understanding its character, its interests and its
history; by 1906 Birmingham rewarded him with unconditional
loyalty, and the extraordinary 1906 General Election result
reflects that mutual affection and respect. l
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